During their phylogenetic history, humans have evolved into social animals sharing a need to belong and to be socially included ([@bibr8-1088868319850738]; [@bibr12-1088868319850738]; [@bibr26-1088868319850738]). Social relationships are part and parcel of an individual's environment and constitute a resource of support. Both the sheer availability and diversity of social relationships are, therefore, of utmost importance for health and well-being ([@bibr43-1088868319850738]; [@bibr66-1088868319850738]; [@bibr94-1088868319850738]; [@bibr178-1088868319850738]). Given this fundamental importance, it comes as no surprise that social isolation---defined as the objective lack of a broader social network ([@bibr54-1088868319850738])---has been shown to have detrimental effects on a wide variety of health-related, hormonal, and neuroanatomical outcomes in humans ([@bibr35-1088868319850738]; [@bibr92-1088868319850738]; [@bibr94-1088868319850738]; [@bibr187-1088868319850738]; [@bibr188-1088868319850738]) and animals ([@bibr28-1088868319850738]; [@bibr31-1088868319850738]; [@bibr81-1088868319850738]).

In contrast to social isolation, loneliness occurs when individuals perceive qualitative or quantitative features of their social relationships as deficient ([@bibr50-1088868319850738]; [@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr79-1088868319850738]; [@bibr126-1088868319850738]; [@bibr150-1088868319850738]). Thus, individuals might be lonely even if they have a large personal network, or do not feel lonely despite having only few confidants. Indeed, the results of several studies support the subjective nature of loneliness by showing that the association between the objective size of individuals' social networks and loneliness is weak, whereas aspects of relationship quality are more closely related to loneliness ([@bibr75-1088868319850738]; [@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr153-1088868319850738]; [@bibr200-1088868319850738]). A large body of research has been devoted to identifying the predictors, correlates, and consequences of loneliness ([@bibr21-1088868319850738]; [@bibr74-1088868319850738]; [@bibr84-1088868319850738]; [@bibr85-1088868319850738]; [@bibr104-1088868319850738]; [@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr179-1088868319850738]; [@bibr187-1088868319850738]; for reviews, see [@bibr23-1088868319850738]; [@bibr25-1088868319850738]; [@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr79-1088868319850738]; [@bibr80-1088868319850738]; [@bibr152-1088868319850738], [@bibr153-1088868319850738]). In sharp contrast, surprisingly little is known about the stability and change of loneliness across the life span. In the present article, we conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis of longitudinal studies to fill this gap, thereby particularly focusing on the rank-order and mean-level development of loneliness.

The Development of Loneliness {#section1-1088868319850738}
=============================

Age differences in loneliness have been investigated in numerous studies ([@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr149-1088868319850738]; [@bibr160-1088868319850738]; [@bibr183-1088868319850738]; [@bibr221-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]). Most of these studies reported loneliness to be high in adolescence, low in middle adulthood, and again high in old age, hence following a U-shaped trajectory ([@bibr149-1088868319850738]; [@bibr221-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]). Other studies, in contrast, have also reported a bell-shaped ([@bibr184-1088868319850738]), a negative linear ([@bibr183-1088868319850738]), a complex nonlinear ([@bibr118-1088868319850738]), or no association ([@bibr160-1088868319850738]) between age and loneliness. These studies, however, are limited, in that, they (a) are all based on cross-sectional data and (b) have almost exclusively focused on adult participants. The cross-sectional nature of these studies is particularly challenging for two reasons: First, it restricts the developmental processes that can be examined to mean levels. Mean-level development, however, is only one of many aspects relevant for the understanding of the life span development of psychological characteristics ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]; [@bibr168-1088868319850738]). Second, age- and cohort effects are confounded in cross-sectional studies. For this reason, cross-sectional studies cannot provide insights on longitudinal developmental trends ([@bibr111-1088868319850738]).

The almost exclusive focus on age differences in loneliness among adult participants is also problematic because the results of several studies have shown that children as young as 6 years have a basic understanding of what it means to be lonely ([@bibr6-1088868319850738]; [@bibr36-1088868319850738]). Furthermore, loneliness has the same negative consequences for the mental health of children as it has for adults (for a review, see [@bibr80-1088868319850738]), which underscores the importance of including samples of children when examining the development of loneliness.

Mean-Level and Rank-Order Development of Loneliness {#section2-1088868319850738}
---------------------------------------------------

Mean-level development describes whether the level of a given characteristic changes on average in the population ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]; [@bibr168-1088868319850738]). Prior research on such mean-level changes in loneliness has been focused on specific age periods such as adolescence (e.g., [@bibr212-1088868319850738]) or old age (e.g., [@bibr30-1088868319850738]). A comprehensive overview of the mean-level development of loneliness across the life span based on longitudinal data is still missing.

If individuals change in different directions or at different rates, differential development---or interindividual differences in intraindividual change---can be observed ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]; [@bibr168-1088868319850738]). Differential development has most often been examined by analyzing the stability of the rank order of individuals between two adjacent measurement occasions. The basic idea behind this approach is that if some individuals change their position in the rank order, they have changed more than others. If the rank order remains stable and individuals keep their position, the differences between individuals on a given characteristic remain stable as well ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]). It should be noted that mean-level and differential development are, theoretically, independent of each other. Differential development might well be observable despite perfect mean-level stability, whereas mean-level changes might occur with or without shifts in the rank order of individuals ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]; [@bibr168-1088868319850738]). Several meta-analyses have addressed the question of differential development for a variety of psychological characteristics (e.g., [@bibr22-1088868319850738]; [@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]). In contrast, a study on the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness across the life span is missing as of yet.

Factors Influencing the Development of Loneliness {#section3-1088868319850738}
-------------------------------------------------

Several variables have been found to influence the levels of loneliness at a given point in time and to moderate differences between individuals. In the present study, we will investigate whether these variables also affect developmental trends in loneliness over time.

### Cohort {#section4-1088868319850738}

Development does not only occur across the life of individuals but also across generations. Birth cohort effects have been reported for several characteristics that are associated with loneliness, including the Big Five personality traits ([@bibr193-1088868319850738]; [@bibr206-1088868319850738]), attachment styles ([@bibr108-1088868319850738]), self-esteem ([@bibr207-1088868319850738]), subjective well-being ([@bibr201-1088868319850738]), and depressive symptoms ([@bibr208-1088868319850738]). With regard to loneliness, the results of the existing cross-temporal studies are somewhat inconsistent. Levels of loneliness have been found to be stable across cohorts of children ([@bibr41-1088868319850738]; [@bibr115-1088868319850738]) and to decrease across cohorts of emerging adults ([@bibr41-1088868319850738]). For old age, several studies from Europe found loneliness to be stable ([@bibr49-1088868319850738]; [@bibr60-1088868319850738]; [@bibr144-1088868319850738]; [@bibr220-1088868319850738]) or to decrease ([@bibr95-1088868319850738]) across cohorts, whereas a study from China found marked increases ([@bibr233-1088868319850738]). However, cross-temporal studies pertain to the overall mean level of a characteristic across cohorts, but do not consider developmental trends within age groups. With respect to loneliness, it is yet unclear whether and to what extent its age-related development is affected by historically different circumstances.

### Culture {#section5-1088868319850738}

[@bibr100-1088868319850738] posited that loneliness should be more prevalent in countries that strongly emphasize cohesion than in more individualistic societies. Although mean levels of loneliness appear to vary across countries ([@bibr197-1088868319850738]), studies that directly compared two or more countries concerning their levels of loneliness arrived at inconsistent conclusions ([@bibr67-1088868319850738]; [@bibr97-1088868319850738]; [@bibr129-1088868319850738]; [@bibr169-1088868319850738]; [@bibr216-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]). It has to be noted, though, that these studies have compared participants from countries with presumably very similar value system (e.g., Canada vs. Croatia or Canada vs. Italy vs. the Netherlands). Comparative studies with participants from more diverse cultural backgrounds, for instance, from North America and Asia ([@bibr4-1088868319850738]; [@bibr82-1088868319850738]), in contrast, have found Asian participants to score higher on loneliness. It is yet unclear whether the cultural background of participants also affects the mean-level and rank-order development of loneliness across time.

### Sex {#section6-1088868319850738}

In several studies, women have been found to report higher levels of loneliness than men ([@bibr20-1088868319850738]; [@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr153-1088868319850738]). Similar findings have also been reported for several personality characteristics ([@bibr63-1088868319850738]). However, there seem to be no substantial sex differences regarding the mean-level and rank-order development of broad personality characteristics such as the Big Five ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]). In case of loneliness, it is yet unclear whether differential and mean-level development are affected by gender.

### Measures of loneliness {#section7-1088868319850738}

Loneliness is typically assessed with either a direct or an indirect measure ([@bibr54-1088868319850738]; [@bibr126-1088868319850738]). When direct measures are employed, individuals are asked to rate whether or how often they feel lonely, which requires self-labeling ([@bibr126-1088868319850738]). Most single-item measures, which have been widely used in research on loneliness ([@bibr153-1088868319850738]), but also multi-item scales such as the Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents (LACA; [@bibr127-1088868319850738]; [@bibr128-1088868319850738]), or the Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale (LSDQ; [@bibr5-1088868319850738]; [@bibr7-1088868319850738]; [@bibr36-1088868319850738]), are direct measures of loneliness.

Indirect measures, in contrast, avoid any reference to the construct under scrutiny and their items do not contain terms such as *loneliness* or *lonely*. The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Loneliness Scale ([@bibr173-1088868319850738]; [@bibr174-1088868319850738]; [@bibr175-1088868319850738]) and the de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale (dJG-LS; [@bibr51-1088868319850738]; [@bibr52-1088868319850738], [@bibr53-1088868319850738]) are the most prominent and widely applied representatives of indirect measures of loneliness. The results of several studies have shown that direct and indirect measures of loneliness differ from each other concerning the estimated prevalence of loneliness---with indirect measures signaling a higher prevalence---and their correlates (e.g., age, educational attainment; [@bibr190-1088868319850738]; [@bibr219-1088868319850738]). Despite these differences, however, the various instruments to assess loneliness seem to capture a common core, as indicated by high convergent validity across measures (e.g., [@bibr76-1088868319850738]; [@bibr125-1088868319850738]).

Several authors have proposed to dichotomize measurement scales to address possible social desirable responding (e.g., [@bibr51-1088868319850738]). This line of action has been criticized both generally ([@bibr123-1088868319850738]) and specifically concerning loneliness ([@bibr126-1088868319850738]), as dichotomization might disguise relevant interindividual differences. In the present study, we examine whether the observed development of loneliness differs between dichotomized and continuous scales.

Finally, the mode of data collection (e.g., face-to-face interviews, telephone interviews, paper-and-pencil questionnaires, or online surveys) has been shown to influence the levels of loneliness ([@bibr55-1088868319850738]; [@bibr68-1088868319850738]). Thus, we investigate the effects of assessment mode on the rank-order and mean-level development of loneliness.

### Facets of loneliness {#section8-1088868319850738}

Whereas several researchers consider loneliness a unitary construct ([@bibr150-1088868319850738]), others have proposed different facets of loneliness. For instance, [@bibr225-1088868319850738] suggested a distinction between social and emotional loneliness. In this conceptualization, social loneliness describes the quantitative aspect of loneliness, that is, the subjective lack of a broader support network. Emotional loneliness, in contrast, has been described as a subjective feeling of detachment, thereby representing a qualitative aspect of loneliness pertaining to the lack of deep and meaningful relationships ([@bibr54-1088868319850738]; [@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr209-1088868319850738]; [@bibr225-1088868319850738]). Following the work by [@bibr225-1088868319850738], several other facets of loneliness have been proposed, which mainly refer to the experience of loneliness in specific types of relationships or specific contexts. Specifically, loneliness has been found to occur in peer relationships ([@bibr5-1088868319850738]; [@bibr6-1088868319850738]; [@bibr7-1088868319850738]), partner relationships ([@bibr56-1088868319850738]), family relationships ([@bibr56-1088868319850738]; [@bibr73-1088868319850738]; [@bibr124-1088868319850738]), or in the context of school life ([@bibr5-1088868319850738]; [@bibr36-1088868319850738]). Although all the proposed facets have been found to explain incremental and unique shares of variance in different outcome measures (e.g., [@bibr56-1088868319850738]; [@bibr114-1088868319850738]; [@bibr124-1088868319850738]; [@bibr209-1088868319850738]), not much is known about their development across the life span.

The Present Study {#section9-1088868319850738}
=================

We pursued three goals in the present meta-analysis. First, we examined the stability of interindividual differences (i.e., rank-order stability) in loneliness across the life span. Second, we investigated patterns of mean-level development of loneliness across the life span. Third, we investigated both methodological (e.g., measurement instrument, assessment mode) and substantive (e.g., cultural background, birth cohort) moderators of the stability and change of loneliness. With the present work, we extend previous meta-analyses and large-scale studies that have focused on cross-sectional data or specific age periods ([@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr149-1088868319850738]; [@bibr153-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]) by compiling findings from longitudinal studies and adopting a life span perspective.

Method {#section10-1088868319850738}
======

Literature Search {#section11-1088868319850738}
-----------------

We conducted an extensive literature search between June and December 2015. The results were updated in May 2016, May 2017, and November 2018. We applied four strategies to identify potentially relevant studies: First, we scrutinized the reference lists of pertinent previous meta-analyses ([@bibr41-1088868319850738]; [@bibr92-1088868319850738]; [@bibr149-1088868319850738]; [@bibr152-1088868319850738], [@bibr153-1088868319850738]) and review papers (e.g., [@bibr28-1088868319850738]; [@bibr54-1088868319850738]; [@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr79-1088868319850738]; [@bibr126-1088868319850738]; [@bibr159-1088868319850738]). Second, we conducted backward searches ([@bibr163-1088868319850738]; [@bibr227-1088868319850738]) for recent large-scale studies on loneliness (e.g., [@bibr9-1088868319850738]; [@bibr118-1088868319850738]; [@bibr221-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]). Third, we conducted forward searches ([@bibr163-1088868319850738]; [@bibr227-1088868319850738]) for the articles that have introduced the most influential scales for measuring loneliness, including (a) the LACA ([@bibr127-1088868319850738]; [@bibr128-1088868319850738]), (b) the LSDQ ([@bibr5-1088868319850738]; [@bibr7-1088868319850738]; [@bibr36-1088868319850738]), (c) the UCLA Loneliness Scale ([@bibr173-1088868319850738]; [@bibr174-1088868319850738]; [@bibr175-1088868319850738]), and (d) the dJG-LS ([@bibr51-1088868319850738]; [@bibr52-1088868319850738], [@bibr53-1088868319850738]). Fourth, we conducted an extensive full-text search using the search terms (lone\* OR ((subjective OR perceived) AND social isolation)) AND (longit\* OR prospective OR panel OR follow-up OR "follow up" OR time OR change).^[1](#fn1-1088868319850738){ref-type="fn"}^ The starred search terms allowed us to find variations of the respective key word. For instance, by using lone\*, we identified texts using the terms loneliness, lonesome, lonely, lonelier, and so forth. The full-text search was conducted in (a) a meta-search engine combining various psychological and sociological databases (most important, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, and the Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection), (b) the Web of Science, (c) Science Direct, (d) PubPsych, (e) PubMed (via Ovid), and (f) Google Scholar.

Inclusion Criteria {#section12-1088868319850738}
------------------

Studies were required to meet six criteria to be included in the meta-analysis. First, studies were only included if they were longitudinal, that is, if they measured loneliness at least at two measurement occasions at least 1 year apart. This criterion was chosen to reduce carry-over effects and to ensure that the observed mean-level changes reflect persistent changes in the underlying disposition rather than temporary, state-like fluctuations (see also [@bibr167-1088868319850738]). Concerning the rank-order stability, shorter time intervals could have captured aspects of consistency rather than the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness ([@bibr90-1088868319850738]; [@bibr137-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]). Second, loneliness was required to be measured via self-reports, excluding informant-ratings or ratings by proxies. Third, we only included studies with participants from nonclinical samples. Fourth, we excluded studies that have assessed loneliness in response to the occurrence of specific life events such as bereavement or divorce. However, we retained studies that included a normative life transition for which no or almost no selection effects are to be expected ([@bibr138-1088868319850738]) such as the transition from kindergarten to elementary school or the transition from primary to secondary education. Fifth, prior research has shown that children as young as 6 years have an accurate understanding of loneliness ([@bibr6-1088868319850738]). Therefore, the primary study's participants were required to be at least 6 years of age at the first measurement occasion. Sixth, studies were only included if their sample was not too heterogeneous with respect to age. For this criterion, we evaluated whether the study in question could be clearly assigned to one of the specified age groups. This decision was primarily based on the age range at the first measurement occasion. For instance, we excluded studies sampling individuals from age 16 to 80, unless the study reported subgroup analyses for more specific age ranges.

In addition to these primary inclusion criteria, studies were also required to meet two secondary criteria: First, we only included published articles from peer-reviewed journals and dissertations, but we did not consider unpublished manuscripts or other types of gray literature ([@bibr171-1088868319850738]). This decision was informed by the observation that the inclusion of gray literature might actually increase rather than remove publication bias ([@bibr65-1088868319850738]). This line of action is also consistent with previous meta-analyses on similar topics ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]). Second, studies could only be included if they reported enough information on (a) sample characteristics, (b) the measure of loneliness employed, and (c) either test--retest correlations, raw means, and standard deviations, or all of the previous at each measurement occasion. A flowchart of the literature search is displayed in [Figure 1](#fig1-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}. From an initial pool of 4,775 studies, 75 entered the final analysis.

![Flowchart of the literature search.\
*Note.* The figure is available under a CC-BY license at <https://osf.io/hysc3/>. *k* denotes number of studies. LS = loneliness.](10.1177_1088868319850738-fig1){#fig1-1088868319850738}

Among the 110 coded studies, several were based on the same overarching dataset (referred to as statistical twins in [Figure 1](#fig1-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). In such cases, we prioritized the study with (a) the larger sample size; (b) more measurement occasions and, hence, a longer observation period; or (c) information on both mean levels and rank-order stability.

Coding Procedure {#section13-1088868319850738}
----------------

Based on a coding sheet, information on effect sizes and study characteristics was extracted from the primary studies. Eighty-eight of the 110 coded studies (80%) were coded independently by two to four of the authors; the remaining studies were coded by the first author. If the coders disagreed on a specific coding, these differences were discussed and the respective study was reinspected until an agreement was reached. With the exception of the two studies that were used for training purposes, the agreement between the coders was very high with the intraclass correlation coefficient ranging from .91 to 1.00 (average = .97).

### Age {#section14-1088868319850738}

Following the line of action of similar meta-analyses ([@bibr146-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]), we grouped the primary studies into several age groups based on the reported mean age. Specifically, age was categorized into (a) childhood (6-12 years), (b) adolescence (12.1-17 years), (c) emerging adulthood (17.1-25 years), (d) young adulthood (25.1-40 years), (e) middle adulthood (40.1-60 years), (f) old age (60.1-80 years), and (g) oldest old age (80.1 years and older). If a study extended over more than two measurement occasions, this study could contribute effect sizes for multiple age groups. For instance, if a study extended over five measurement occasions with a sample age of 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 at Waves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, the intervals between Wave 1 (age 15) and Wave 2 (age 16) as well as between Wave 2 and Wave 3 (age 17) would contribute information on the development of loneliness in adolescence. The correlations and mean-level differences between Wave 3 (age 17) and Wave 4 (age 18), in contrast, would contribute information on the development of loneliness in emerging adulthood, as would the data for Wave 4 (age 18) and Wave 5 (age 19). Based on these codings for each single measurement occasion, we also derived the measures of interest for the first and last measurement occasion within each age category. Reiterating on the example above, in addition to the finer grained interval-wise information, we coded information on the development of loneliness for the first (Wave 1, age 15) and last (Wave 3, age 17) measurement occasions in adolescence as well as for the first (Wave 4, age 18) and last (Wave 5, age 19) measurement occasions in emerging adulthood.

If only an age range was reported in the primary study (e.g., 30-40 years), we used the midpoint between the minimum and the maximum age (e.g., 35 years) as an estimate of the average age ([@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]). In studies in which average age was only reported for the first measurement occasion, the mean age at subsequent measurement occasions was calculated based on the information on the measurement intervals.

### Moderators {#section15-1088868319850738}

As moderators of the effect sizes, we coded the (a) birth cohort of the sample, operationalized as the average year of birth^[2](#fn2-1088868319850738){ref-type="fn"}^; (b) proportion of females in the sample; (c) facet of loneliness (i.e., global, social, emotional, peer related, family related, partner related, school related, or other facet); (d) specific measure of loneliness (i.e., LACA, LSDQ, UCLA, dJG-LS, single item, or other); (e) general nature of the instrument (i.e., direct vs. indirect measure); (f) applied scoring procedure (i.e., dichotomized vs. continuous); (g) measurement mode (questionnaire, face-to-face interview, telephone interview, online questionnaire, multiple modes); (h) continent in which the study was conducted; and (i) measurement interval.

### Effect sizes {#section16-1088868319850738}

As effect sizes, we coded (a) test--retest correlations of loneliness over time to examine the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness and (b) means of loneliness at each measurement occasion to examine mean-level trends across age. Some studies reported this information separately for females and males. In these cases, we not only coded the sex-specific values but also computed a weighted average score of both the correlations (using an *r*-to-*z* transformation and back-transformation to *r*) and the means for the full sample. Likewise, if studies reported correlations and means separately for latent classes or specific subgroups of individuals (e.g., widowed vs. married), we computed a weighted average for the full sample.

Meta-Analytic Procedure {#section17-1088868319850738}
-----------------------

### Rank-order stability {#section18-1088868319850738}

To estimate the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness, we used the correlation coefficient *r* as effect size. To obtain unbiased estimates of the correlation coefficient, we first performed an *r*-to-*z* transformation for all correlations ([@bibr186-1088868319850738]). The actual meta-analysis was then conducted based on these *z-*values. For reporting purposes, we converted the obtained *z*-scores back to *r*, as has been done in similar previous meta-analyses ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]).

### Mean-level development {#section19-1088868319850738}

We used the single-group, pretest--posttest effect size to examine the mean-level development of loneliness across the life span ([@bibr133-1088868319850738]), thereby again following the procedures established in similar previous meta-analyses ([@bibr146-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]). This measure of effect size is calculated as follows ([@bibr133-1088868319850738]):

$$\frac{{raw\ mean\ at\ Wave}\ T - {raw\ mean\ at\ Wave}\ T - 1}{{standard\ deviation\ at\ Wave}\ T - 1}.$$

The standard errors of this effect size are adjusted based on the correlation between the pretest (Wave *T* − 1) and the posttest (Wave *T*; [@bibr133-1088868319850738]). In cases in which the included primary studies did not provide information on correlations, we used the correlation coefficient obtained in the meta-analysis on the rank-order stability of loneliness as an estimate of the rank-order stability within the respective age group.

### General procedure {#section20-1088868319850738}

The data analysis proceeded in three steps. In the first step, we analyzed the data interval-wise. That is, if a study contained three measurement occasions each 2 years apart, we capitalized on these multiple measurement occasions to obtain precise estimates of the rank-order stability and mean-level development over shorter time intervals. This line of action enabled us to include all available information provided by the primary studies. As a consequence, some of the effect sizes were not independent anymore, as they were derived from one and the same study. To address this dependency in effect sizes, we applied three-level meta-analyses ([@bibr39-1088868319850738]; [@bibr109-1088868319850738]). In this framework, the traditional two-level nature of meta-analytic data is extended by a third level. Specifically, three-level meta-analyses allow for multiple effect sizes per study by taking into account that participants (Level 1) are nested within effect sizes (Level 2), which are nested within studies (Level 3; [@bibr39-1088868319850738]). In this way, three-level meta-analyses take into account that multiple effect sizes derived from the same study are correlated and, at the same time, disentangle the within- and between-study variability of these effect sizes.

In the second step, we applied traditional two-level meta-analytic models, in which we only considered the effect sizes for the first and last measurement occasions within each age group reported by a study. That is, in this part of the analysis, we capitalized on the length of the studies rather than on multiple measurements. This procedure has been applied as well in previous meta-analyses of longitudinal data ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]).

In the third step, we incorporated age as a continuous predictor. An advantage of this analytical approach is that it does not depend on the specified age groups and might, hence, yield more robust results. This part of the analysis was performed using generalized additive mixed modeling (GAMM; [@bibr131-1088868319850738]; [@bibr229-1088868319850738]), an extension of generalized linear regression modeling (GLM). In GLM, the functional form of an assumed nonlinear association (e.g., quadratic and cubic) between a predictor (e.g., age) and an outcome (e.g., the rank-order stability of loneliness) needs to be specified a priori using higher order terms of the predictor, which might give rise to model misspecification. In GAMM, the association between the outcome and the predictor is estimated in a data-driven way using a smooth function. The smooth function consists of a number of penalized regression splines (i.e., piecewise polynomial regressions; for more detailed discussions, see [@bibr131-1088868319850738]; [@bibr229-1088868319850738]). For the present analysis, we employed a thin plate smoother, in which the number and functional form of the separate splines are determined based on the data (in contrast to cubic splines, for example, where these parameters need to be specified in advance; [@bibr229-1088868319850738]). As GAMM is capable of accommodating random effects, we incorporated the same multilevel structure as in the analyses based on age groups. Also paralleling the analyses based on age groups, we weighted the effect sizes of the primary studies using inverse variance weights ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]). To interpret the results of GAMM, we focus on the effective degrees of freedom (edf) and the *F*-test for the smoothed predictor (i.e., age). The edf indicate the complexity of the smoothed association. For instance, edf around 1 indicate a linear association, edf around 2 indicate a quadratic association, edf around 3 indicate a cubic association, and so forth. The statistical significance of the smoothed predictor is examined via an *F*-test.

An additional decision that has to be made in meta-analyses is whether to run a fixed-effects (FE) or a random-effects (RE) model ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]; [@bibr110-1088868319850738]; [@bibr161-1088868319850738]; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]). Basically, these models differ with regard to the degree of generalizability: Whereas FE models only allow conditional inferences on the selected set of studies, RE models allow an unconditional inference and, thus, a generalization of the findings above and beyond the selected study set ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]). In the present meta-analysis, we ran RE models whenever possible. However, because RE models require at least *k* = 5 studies to arrive at unbiased estimates ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]; [@bibr161-1088868319850738]), we ran FE models whenever the number of studies for a specific analysis was smaller than 5.

Moderators of effect sizes were implemented in a mixed-effects meta-regression framework, in which the observed effect sizes were regressed on one or more moderator variables (e.g., assessment method; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]).

Publication bias was examined via regression-based procedures ([@bibr198-1088868319850738]). However, there is currently no method available to assess publication bias in the three-level meta-analytic framework. Hence, we were restricted to the two-level part of our analysis when examining publication bias.

All analyses were conducted with version 2.0.0 of the metafor package for R ([@bibr162-1088868319850738]; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]). For all RE models, we employed a restricted maximum likelihood estimator ([@bibr222-1088868319850738]). GAMM was conducted using version 0.2.5 of the R package gamm4 ([@bibr230-1088868319850738]). The dataset and all syntax files used for analysis are available at <https://osf.io/hysc3/>.

Results {#section21-1088868319850738}
=======

Study Characteristics {#section22-1088868319850738}
---------------------

[Table 1](#table1-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of basic characteristics of each of the selected studies. Overall, the included 75 studies sampled 83,679 participants with an average sample size of *N* = 1.072.8 (*SD* = 1,888.15, median = 525). Forty-two of the 75 studies (56.00%) reported information on the rank-order stability of loneliness. Overall, these studies sampled *N* = 41,253 individuals and provided 76 effect sizes.^[3](#fn3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fn"}^ Seventy of the 75 studies (93.33%) reported information on the means of loneliness at at least two measurement occasions. Overall, these studies sampled *N* = 79,331 individuals and provided 132 effect sizes.

###### 

Longitudinal Studies Included in the Analysis.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table1)

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Author(s)                                                                             Sample size^[a](#table-fn2-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Measure       Loneliness         \% Female   Waves   Age period (s)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------- ------- -------------------------
  [@bibr2-1088868319850738]                                                             5,679                                                                UCLA          Global             52.17       4       12.1-17, 17.1-25

  [@bibr10-1088868319850738]                                                            121                                                                  Other         Global             56.20       5       70.1-80

  [@bibr13-1088868319850738]                                                            2,270                                                                UCLA          Global             51.10       3       60.1-80

  [@bibr14-1088868319850738]                                                            524                                                                  LSDQ          School             56.00       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr15-1088868319850738]                                                            192                                                                  LSDQ          School             50.52       2       6-12

  [@bibr18-1088868319850738]                                                            567                                                                  LSDQ          School             50.79       2       6-12

  [@bibr19-1088868319850738]                                                            3,297                                                                Other         Global             60.89       3       17.1-25

  [@bibr29-1088868319850738]                                                            225                                                                  UCLA          Global             52.40       5       40.1-60

  [@bibr37-1088868319850738]                                                            470                                                                  LSDQ          School             47.02       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr38-1088868319850738]                                                            1,171                                                                LSDQ          School             49.53       2       6-12

  [@bibr40-1088868319850738]                                                            1,374                                                                UCLA          Global                         2       60.1-80

  [@bibr44-1088868319850738]                                                            1,147                                                                Single item   Global             44.90       2       80.1 and older

  [@bibr46-1088868319850738]                                                            587                                                                  Single item   Global             61.80       2       60.1-80

  [@bibr47-1088868319850738]                                                            92                                                                   LSDQ          Global             51.00       2       6-12

  [@bibr48-1088868319850738]                                                            207                                                                  UCLA          Global                         2       12.1-17

  [@bibr58-1088868319850738]                                                            195                                                                  LSDQ          Global             42.05       4       6-12, 12.1-17

  [@bibr59-1088868319850738]                                                            1,701                                                                dJG-LS        Global             54.60       4       60.1-80

  [@bibr61-1088868319850738]                                                            1,027                                                                Single item   Global             64.00       3       60.1-80

  [@bibr71-1088868319850738]                                                            372                                                                  UCLA          Global             55.90       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr77-1088868319850738]                                                            209                                                                  LACA          Peer               49.30       3       6-12

  [@bibr87-1088868319850738]                                                            628                                                                  Single item   Global             62.26       3       60.1-80, 80.1 and older

  [@bibr91-1088868319850738]                                                            1,702                                                                Single item   Global             75.60       4       80.1 and older

  [@bibr96-1088868319850738]                                                            605                                                                  Single item   Emotional          47.70       3       60.1-80, 80.1 and older

  [@bibr98-1088868319850738]                                                            170                                                                  LSDQ          School             51.80       3       6-12

  [@bibr101-1088868319850738]                                                           981                                                                  Other         Emotional,\        47.50       2       6-12
                                                                                                                                                                           social                                 

  [@bibr102-1088868319850738]                                                           106                                                                  LSDQ          School             58.49       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr103-1088868319850738]                                                           366                                                                  Single item   Global                         2       60.1-80

  [@bibr107-1088868319850738]                                                           388                                                                  LSDQ          School             50.26       4       6-12

  [@bibr112-1088868319850738]                                                           465                                                                  LSDQ          School             50.00       7       12.1-17

  [@bibr113-1088868319850738]                                                           1,009                                                                UCLA          Global             57.00       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr116-1088868319850738]                                                           1,066                                                                LSDQ          School             49.81       3       6-12

  [@bibr119-1088868319850738]                                                           2,101                                                                UCLA          Global             59.60       3       60.1-80

  [@bibr121-1088868319850738]                                                           56                                                                   UCLA          Global             56.00       2       25.1-40

  [@bibr122-1088868319850738]                                                           195                                                                  Single item   Global             65.60       2       60.1-80

  [@bibr132-1088868319850738]                                                           1,193                                                                LSDQ          School             50.90       2       6-12

  [@bibr134-1088868319850738]                                                           654                                                                  dJG-LS        Global             54.28       2       25.1-40

  [@bibr136-1088868319850738]                                                           314                                                                  dJG-LS        Global             50.00       2       25.1-40

  [@bibr139-1088868319850738]                                                           760                                                                  Single item   Global             59.30       2       80.1 and older

  [@bibr140-1088868319850738]; younger cohort)                                          2,372                                                                Single item   Global             51.00       2       40.1-60

  [@bibr140-1088868319850738]; older\                                                   1,378                                                                Single item   Global             51.00       2       60.1-80
  cohort)                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  [@bibr141-1088868319850738]                                                           245                                                                  UCLA          Global             68.60       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr142-1088868319850738]                                                           383                                                                  Other         Global             45.95       2       6-12

  [@bibr145-1088868319850738]                                                           781                                                                  UCLA          Global                         2       17.1-25

  [@bibr148-1088868319850738]                                                           741                                                                  LSDQ          School             48.00       3       6-12

  [@bibr151-1088868319850738]                                                           5,194                                                                Single item   Global             57.00       3       60.1-80

  [@bibr155-1088868319850738]                                                           317                                                                  Other         Global             50.47       2       6-12

  [@bibr156-1088868319850738]                                                           246                                                                  LSDQ          School             60.10       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr157-1088868319850738]                                                           586                                                                  LACA          Peer               50.16       6       6-12, 12.1-17

  [@bibr158-1088868319850738]                                                           1,042                                                                UCLA          Global             54.89       3       6-12, 12.1-17

  [@bibr164-1088868319850738]                                                           119                                                                  LSDQ          School             48.44       2       6-12

  [@bibr165-1088868319850738] ^[b](#table-fn3-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   416                                                                  dJG-LS        Global, social,\   0.00        4       60.1-80, 80.1 and older
                                                                                                                                                                           emotional                              

  [@bibr170-1088868319850738]                                                           350                                                                  LSDQ          School             48.00       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr172-1088868319850738]                                                           601                                                                  LSDQ          School             49.00       2       6-12

  [@bibr176-1088868319850738]                                                           2,001                                                                UCLA          Global             53.00       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr177-1088868319850738]                                                           183                                                                  Other         Global             56.28       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr180-1088868319850738]                                                           5,412                                                                LSDQ          Global             52.00       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr185-1088868319850738]                                                           210                                                                  UCLA          Global             68.00       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr191-1088868319850738]                                                           3,071                                                                UCLA          Global             62.70       3       60.1-80

  [@bibr192-1088868319850738]                                                           68                                                                   UCLA          Global             77.00       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr194-1088868319850738]                                                           64                                                                   LSDQ          Global             43.75       2       6-12

  [@bibr195-1088868319850738]                                                           884                                                                  LACA          Peer               57.92       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr199-1088868319850738]                                                           1,864                                                                UCLA          Global             50.00       2       60.1-80

  [@bibr203-1088868319850738]                                                           291                                                                  UCLA          Global             50.86       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr204-1088868319850738]                                                           825                                                                  LSDQ          School             51.15       3       6-12, 12.1-17

  [@bibr210-1088868319850738]                                                           134                                                                  dJG-LS        Global             70.90       2       80.1 and older

  [@bibr211-1088868319850738]                                                           836                                                                  UCLA          Global                         3       12.1-17

  [@bibr213-1088868319850738]                                                           428                                                                  LACA          Peer               47.00       5       12.1-17, 17.1-25

  [@bibr214-1088868319850738]                                                           514                                                                  UCLA          Global             89.10       3       17.1-25

  [@bibr212-1088868319850738]                                                           526                                                                  LACA          Peer               63.00       3       12.1-17

  [@bibr217-1088868319850738]                                                           305                                                                  LACA          Peer               53.80       5       12.1-17

  [@bibr218-1088868319850738]                                                           997                                                                  Single item   Global             48.00       2       60.1-80

  [@bibr224-1088868319850738]                                                           1,188                                                                dJG-LS        Emotional          45.00       2       12.1-17

                                                                                        1,188                                                                dJG-LS        Social             45.00       2       12.1-17

  [@bibr226-1088868319850738]                                                           47                                                                   Other         Global                         3       60.1-80, 80.1 and older

  [@bibr228-1088868319850738]                                                           310                                                                  LSDQ          School             47.00       3       6-12, 12.1-17

  [@bibr236-1088868319850738]; younger cohort)                                          141                                                                  UCLA          Global             62.00       2       17.1-25

  [@bibr236-1088868319850738]; middle cohort)                                           103                                                                  UCLA          Global             57.00       2       40.1-60

  [@bibr236-1088868319850738]; older cohort)                                            121                                                                  UCLA          Global             81.00       2       60.1-80

  [@bibr237-1088868319850738]                                                           14,199                                                               Single item   Global             55.74       4       80.1 and older
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note.* UCLA = The University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale; LSDQ = Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale; dJG-LS = de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; LACA = Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents.

For some studies, we could not use the full sample size. For additional information, refer to the data notes on <https://osf.io/hysc3/>.

Study was coded and retained in the dataset. However, because it exclusively sampled men, effect sizes derived from this study did not enter the analyses. When including this study in the analysis, the key results were virtually identical.

As displayed in [Table 2](#table2-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}, females and males were, on average, equally represented in the original studies. Most of the primary studies were conducted in Europe, followed by North America (United States and Canada). Eleven studies were conducted in Asia, two in Australia. Participants of the primary studies were born between 1902 and 2004 (*M* = 1968).

###### 

Descriptive Statistics for Aggregated Study Characteristics.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table2)

  Study characteristic            *M* or *k*   *SD*    Min     Max     \%
  ------------------------------- ------------ ------- ------- ------- -------
  Percentage of females           54.36        11.12   0       89.10   
  Cohort                          1,968                1,902   2,004   
  Continent                                                            
   Asia                           11                                   14.67
   Australia                      2                                    2.66
   Europe                         33                                   44.00
   North America                  29                                   38.67
   Measurement waves              2.72         1.07    2       7       
  Time intervals (in years)                                            
   Between adjacent waves         2.65         2.72    1       15      
   Between first and last waves   4.38         4.29    1       16      
  Facets of loneliness                                                 
   Global                         51                                   62.20
   Emotional                      4                                    4.88
   Social                         3                                    3.65
   In school                      18                                   21.95
   Peer related                   6                                    7.32
  Measurement instrument                                               
   dJG-LS                         6                                    8.00
   UCLA                           21                                   28.00
   LSDQ                           22                                   29.33
   LACA                           6                                    8.00
   Single item                    13                                   17.33
   Other                          7                                    9.34
  Indirect measure                27                                   36.00
  Scale dichotomization           8                                    10.67
  Assessment mode                                                      
   Paper--pencil                  50                                   66.67
   Online                         2                                    2.67
   Face-to-face                   17                                   22.66
   Telephone                      1                                    1.33
   Mixed methods                  5                                    6.67

*Note. k* = number of studies; UCLA = The University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale; dJG-LS = de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; LSDQ = Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale; LACA = Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents.

Concerning the facets of loneliness, only few studies examined social and emotional loneliness over time, whereas more than two thirds of the studies (68%) examined global loneliness. In 24% of the primary studies, school-related loneliness was assessed; 8% of the studies focused on peer-related loneliness. We could not identify studies that met our inclusion criteria assessing family- and partner-related loneliness. With respect to measurement instruments, the UCLA and LSDQ were the most frequently used scales in the primary studies; only one third of the primary studies employed indirect measures of loneliness (i.e., dJG-LS or UCLA). In 11% of the primary studies, scale scores have been dichotomized. Two thirds of the studies collected data via paper--pencil questionnaires, in 23% of the studies, face-to-face interviews were employed. Online assessments (3%), telephone interviews (1%), or mixed methods (7%) were rarely employed. [Table 3](#table3-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} summarizes the study characteristics separately for each age group.

###### 

Descriptive Statistics for Aggregated Study Characteristics by Age Group.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table3)

  Study characteristic                                                                Age group                                                        
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---------- ---------- -------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  *k* ^[a](#table-fn6-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^                         21          17         10         3        3          18         6
  Sample size                                                                                                                                          
   *M*                                                                                533.90      1,069.47   855.70     341.33   900.00     1,279.78   3,161.50
   *SD*                                                                               381.88      1,707.74   1,035.89   299.94   1,276.25   1,308.91   5,431.46
   Sum                                                                                11,212      18,181     8,557      1,024    2,700      23,036     18,969
  Loneliness (POMP)^[b](#table-fn7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                             
   *M*                                                                                24.83       20.81      26.65      17.06    31.22      24.64      30.84
   *SD*                                                                               10.79       5.34       7.04       6.14     4.67       14.22      5.11
   Percentage of females                                                              49.16       53.51      65.56      53.43    52.40      53.89      61.74
  Continent (*k*)                                                                                                                                      
   Asia                                                                               4           2          1          0        0          2          2
   Australia                                                                          2           0          0          0        0          0          0
   Europe                                                                             5           8          5          2        0          10         3
   North America                                                                      10          7          3          1        1          6          1
  Measurement waves                                                                   2.71        2.88       2.22       2.00     5.00       2.78       2.83
  Time intervals (in years)                                                                                                                            
   Between adjacent waves                                                             1.28        1.64       1.78       5.67     1.00       4.84       3.83
   Between first and last waves                                                       2.39        2.91       2.22       5.67     4.00       7.89       7.58
  Facets of loneliness^[c](#table-fn8-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (*k*)                                                                    
   Global                                                                             6           6          10         3        3          17         6
   Emotional                                                                          1           1          0          0        0          2          0
   Social                                                                             1           1          0          0        0          1          0
   In school                                                                          12          6          0          0        0          0          0
   Peer related                                                                       2           4          0          0        0          0          0
  Measurement instrument (*k*)                                                                                                                         
   dJG-LS                                                                             0           1          0          2        0          2          1
   UCLA                                                                               1           4          8          1        1          6          0
   LSDQ                                                                               15          7          0          0        0          0          0
   LACA                                                                               2           4          0          0        0          0          0
   Single item                                                                        0           0          0          0        0          8          5
   Other                                                                              3           1          1          0        0          2          0
  Indirect measure                                                                    1           5          8          3        1          8          1
  Scale dichotomization                                                               0           0          0          0        0          4          4
  Assessment mode (*k*)                                                                                                                                
   Paper--pencil                                                                      18          17         7          3        1          3          1
   Online                                                                             0           0          2          0        0          0          0
   Face-to-face                                                                       1           0          0          0        0          11         5
   Telephone                                                                          0           0          0          0        0          1          0
   Multiple methods                                                                   2           0          0          0        0          3          0

*Note.* Table presents descriptive statistics for the first measurement occasion. Some of the studies were categorized into other age groups later in the analysis. For instance, when the mean age at the first measurement occasion was 17, the study would appear in the age group 12.1 to 17 in this table, but would contribute to the 17.1 to 25 age group in the formal analysis. *k* = number of studies; UCLA = The University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale; dJG-LS = de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; LSDQ = Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale; LACA = Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents; POMP = percentage of the maximum possible.

Some primary studies provided data for multiple age groups.

Loneliness at the first measurement occasion have been made comparable by calculating the POMP score.

Some primary studies assessed more than one facet of loneliness.

Preliminary Analyses {#section23-1088868319850738}
--------------------

In a preliminary analysis, we examined cross-sectional age differences in loneliness by using only the data of the first measurement occasion reported in the primary studies. To this end, we used the percentage of the maximum possible (POMP) score ([@bibr42-1088868319850738]) to obtain a common scale for the different loneliness measures that have been employed in the primary studies. POMP is calculated as follows:

$$\frac{{observed\ score} - {minimum\ possible\ score}}{{maximum\ possible\ score} - {minimum\ possible\ score}} \times 100.$$

For instance, if the mean of loneliness at the first measurement occasion in a study using a scale ranging from 0 to 4 was 1, the POMP for this study would amount to 25%. Another study, which might have used a scale ranging from 1 to 5 with a mean loneliness amounting to 1.8, would result in a POMP of 20%. We calculated the unweighted average POMP for each age group (see also [Table 3](#table3-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). The results of these analyses indicated a U-shaped pattern with a nadir in young adulthood and the highest levels of loneliness in oldest old age (see [Figure 2a](#fig2-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of the preliminary cross-sectional analysis for (Panel a) age groups and (Panel b) with age as a continuous predictor as estimated by weighted GAMM.\
*Note.* The figure is available under a CC-BY license at <https://osf.io/hysc3/>. In Panel a, the small gray dots represent each study's POMP score at the first measurement occasion, the black dots represent the unweighted age-specific average POMP of loneliness. The dots in Panel b represent each study's POMP at the first measurement occasion, the size of the dots indicates their weight in the GAMM analysis (weights were based on sample size). GAMM = generalized additive mixed modeling; POMP = percentage of the maximum possible score.](10.1177_1088868319850738-fig2){#fig2-1088868319850738}

The cross-sectional pattern was very similar when incorporating age as a continuous predictor using GAMM (see [Figure 2b](#fig2-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the GAMM (weighted by the sample size of the primary studies) resulted in 2.857 edf ($F = 7.571$, approximate $p = .0002$), indicating a cubic trend. The nadir of the trajectory was located around age 55 and the highest point, again, in oldest old age.

Although the results of this preliminary analysis are encouraging, in that, they converge with previous cross-sectional studies on age differences ([@bibr149-1088868319850738]; [@bibr221-1088868319850738]; [@bibr235-1088868319850738]), they should also be treated with caution. On one hand, the selected longitudinal studies are not necessarily representative for all available studies on age differences due to factors such as sampling strategy, sample size, or instrumentation. On the other hand, it is not possible to extrapolate developmental patterns from such cross-sectional data ([@bibr111-1088868319850738]). For this reason, it is important to build on the longitudinal nature of the included studies in the following analyses.

Stability of Interindividual Differences in Loneliness {#section24-1088868319850738}
------------------------------------------------------

As described above, the analysis of both the stability of interindividual differences in and the mean-level development of loneliness across the life span proceeded in three steps. First, we conducted interval-wise analyses to capitalize on the multiple measurement occasions realized in the primary studies (interval-wise analysis). Second, we capitalized on the length of the primary studies by investigating rank-order stability and changes in the means of loneliness between the first and last measurement occasions in each age group (maximum-length analysis). Third, in addition to using age groups, we incorporated age as a continuous predictor of the observed effect sizes using GAMM.

### Interval-wise analysis {#section25-1088868319850738}

The upper part of [Table 4](#table4-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} summarizes the main findings of the interval-wise analysis on the rank-order stability of loneliness across the life span. The left part of [Table 4](#table4-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} displays the raw estimates of the rank-order stability of loneliness without any covariates. In the right part, we display the results of models that were adjusted for time interval. Specifically, for the interval-wise analyses, we centered the interval between measurement occasions to 1 year to obtain estimates of the 1-year stability of loneliness within each age group. The value of 1 year was chosen to enable comparisons with the rank-order stability of personality characteristics obtained by [@bibr166-1088868319850738].^[4](#fn4-1088868319850738){ref-type="fn"}^ The results of the adjusted models are depicted in [Figure 3a](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}. In the following, we will pay particular attention to the results of the adjusted models.

###### 

Rank-Order Stability of Loneliness Across the Life Span.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table4)

  Age class                                                          $k_{E}$   Unadjusted   Adjusted                                                                                 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ------------ ---------- -------- ---------- ---- --------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---- ---------
  Interval-wise analysis                                                                                                                                                             
   6-12                                                              17        0.4346       0.3646     0.4997   161.2795   16   \<.0001   0.4597   0.3863   0.5272   104.6101   15   \<.0001
   12.1-17                                                           32        0.4591       0.3704     0.5394   552.3271   31   \<.0001   0.4836   0.3914   0.5662   456.8257   30   \<.0001
   17.1-25                                                           11        0.5699       0.4973     0.6346   187.7532   10   \<.0001   0.6314   0.5874   0.6716   24.8915    9    .0031
   25.1-40^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   2         0.3304       0.2537     0.4030   14.6622    1    .0001     0.1800   0.0641   0.2911   0.0000     0    1.0000
   40.1-60^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   4         0.7755       0.7433     0.8040   18.7381    3    .0003     0.7984   0.7665   0.8264   5.0702     2    .0793
   60.1-80                                                           6         0.6696       0.4145     0.8272   51.2992    5    \<.0001   0.8300   0.7436   0.8891   7.5111     4    .1112
   80.1+^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^     3         0.3553       0.3408     0.3695   24.0381    2    \<.0001   0.3553   0.3408   0.3695   24.0381    1    \<.0001
  Maximum-length analysis                                                                                                                                                            
   6-12                                                              12        0.4228       0.3505     0.4901   113.2572   11   \<.0001   0.3006   0.1603   0.4290   83.8701    10   \<.0001
   12.1-17                                                           19        0.4182       0.3347     0.4952   299.9619   18   \<.0001   0.3515   0.1753   0.5059   273.5516   17   \<.0001
   17.1-25                                                           10        0.5600       0.4938     0.6197   119.9227   9    \<.0001   0.4403   0.3884   0.4896   15.2619    8    .0542
   25.1-40^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   2         0.3304       0.2537     0.4030   14.6622    1    .0001     0.2689   0.1828   0.3510   0.0000     0    1.0000
   40.1-60^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   2         0.6323       0.5559     0.6982   0.4286     1    .5,127    0.6731   0.5175   0.7856   0.0000     0    1.0000
   60.1-80^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   3         0.6364       0.5740     0.6915   63.5923    2    \<.0001   0.5051   0.4174   0.5835   9.6167     1    .0019
   80.1+^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1         0.0500       0.0105     0.0894   0.0000     0    1.0000    0.0500   0.0105   0.0894   0.0000     0    1.0000

*Note.* $k_{E}$ = number of effect sizes; $\rho$ = population estimate; $\rho_{A}$ = population estimate of 1- (interval-wise) and 5-year stability (maximum length); CI = confidence interval; LB = lower bound of CI; UB = upper bound of CI; *df* = degrees of freedom for the *Q* statistic; $p_{Q}$ = *p* value of the *Q* statistic.

Fixed-effects model was run.

![Rank-order stability of loneliness in different age groups over a period of 1 year (Panel a) and 5 years (Panel b), respectively, along with 95% confidence intervals (straight vertical lines).\
*Note.* The figure is available under a CC-BY license at <https://osf.io/hysc3/>. The size of the dots represents the number of effect sizes underlying the effect, with larger dots indicating more effect sizes. Panels c and d depict the results with age as a continuous predictor. The dots in Panels c and d correspond to estimates from the primary studies (i.e., raw data). The size of the dots corresponds to the respective study's inverse variance weight. The black line indicates the smooth function as estimated by generalized additive mixed modeling; the shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. The dashed horizontal line in all panels depicts average rank-order stability over 1 (Panels a and c) and 5 (Panels b and d) years for personality traits as reported by [@bibr166-1088868319850738].](10.1177_1088868319850738-fig3){#fig3-1088868319850738}

As can be seen in [Table 4](#table4-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3a](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}, the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness reached small to large size with 1-year stability coefficients ranging from $r = .35$ in oldest old age to $r = .83$ in old age. Thereby, interindividual differences in loneliness showed a specific pattern across the life span, with stability increasing from childhood to old age and sharp decreases in oldest old age. Furthermore, in five of the seven age groups, the rank order of loneliness over 1 year was at least as stable as the rank order of other personality characteristics (dashed line in [Figure 3a](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]). Only in young adulthood and oldest old age, interindividual differences in loneliness were markedly less stable than other personality characteristics. The estimate for young adulthood, however, is based on only two effect sizes ([@bibr134-1088868319850738]; [@bibr136-1088868319850738]) and should be treated with caution. Likewise, the estimate for oldest old age is based on three effect sizes from one study ([@bibr237-1088868319850738]).

#### Age as continuous predictor {#section26-1088868319850738}

Examining age as a continuous predictor of rank-order stability via GAMM yielded a bell-shaped association (see [Figure 3c](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). The model estimated 2.314 edf ($F = 2.784$, approximate $p = .066$), suggesting a quadratic smooth function. In line with the analyses for the age groups, GAMM also indicated increases in the rank-order stability of loneliness from childhood up to age 50, when a plateau was reached. Starting at approximately age 60, the rank-order stability decreased again.

#### Moderators {#section27-1088868319850738}

To assess moderators of the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness, we ran a series of mixed-effects meta-regressions ([@bibr223-1088868319850738]). Specifically, building on the adjusted models displayed in [Table 4](#table4-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}, we included additional variables that might account for the heterogeneity in the observed effect sizes. As there were only few studies in several age categories and because some moderators were sparsely distributed across age groups (see [Table 3](#table3-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}), we combined all groups to run the moderator analyses (cf. [@bibr166-1088868319850738]). The results of these analyses are displayed in the left portion of [Table 5](#table5-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Moderators of Rank-Order Stability of Loneliness.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table5)

  Predictor                  Interval wise   Maximum length                                                 
  -------------------------- --------------- ---------------- -------- ------- --------- --------- -------- ---------
  Cohort                     −0.0009         −0.0039          0.0021   .5570   −0.0003   −0.0035   0.0028   .8308
  Continent                                                                                                 
   Europe (ref.)                                                                                            
   North America             −0.0837         −0.2399          0.0725   .2937   −0.0677   −0.2202   0.0847   .3839
   Asia                      −0.1819         −0.3665          0.0027   .0534   −0.1668   −0.3468   0.0133   .0695
   Australia                 0.0296          −0.3095          0.3687   .8642   0.0531    −0.2785   0.3848   .7535
  Instrument                                                                                                
   Other (ref.)                                                                                             
   dJG-LS                    0.1165          −0.1885          0.4214   .4541   0.2278    −0.0524   0.5079   .1110
   UCLA                      0.3626          0.1469           0.5783   .0010   0.4381    0.2218    0.6544   \<.0001
   LSDQ                      0.1565          −0.0484          0.3614   .1344   0.2413    0.0380    0.4446   .0200
   LACA                      0.3971          0.1390           0.6552   .0026   0.3761    0.1258    0.6264   .0032
   Single item               0.0548          −0.3412          0.4507   .7863   −0.1055   −0.5168   0.3058   .6151
  Indirect measure           0.1541          0.0173           0.2908   .0272   0.1674    0.0384    0.2964   .0110
  Proportion of females      0.0035          −0.0028          0.0097   .2768   0.0026    −0.0036   0.0089   .4062
  Facet of loneliness                                                                                       
   Global (ref.)                                                                                            
   Emotional                 −0.0127         −0.4556          0.4301   .9551   −0.0089   −0.4513   0.4335   .9685
   Social                    −0.0765         −0.5194          0.3663   .7348   ---       ---       ---      ---
   Peer related              0.1680          −0.0637          0.3997   .1553   0.0833    −0.1486   0.3152   .4815
   School related            −0.0558         −0.2021          0.0905   .4547   −0.0517   −0.1979   0.0945   .4884
  Assessment mode                                                                                           
   Paper-and-pencil (ref.)                                                                                  
   Online                    0.1047          −0.3788          0.5883   .6712   0.1329    −0.3409   0.6067   .5825
    Face-to-face interview   −0.2106         −0.5133          0.0922   .1729   −0.1787   −0.4808   0.1233   .2461
   Multiple methods          −0.2817         −0.7051          0.1417   .1922   −0.2416   −0.6703   0.1871   .2694

*Note.* For categorical variables, (ref.) denotes the reference category. *B* = parameter estimate from mixed-effects meta-regression; LB = lower bound of 95% CI; UB = upper bound of 95% CI; CI = confidence interval; UCLA = The University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale; dJG-LS = de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; LSDQ = Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale; LACA = Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents.

We found no differences in the stability coefficients for loneliness with respect to the facets of loneliness measured in the original studies, the assessment mode, the proportion of females sampled in the primary studies, the continent the sample originated from, or the birth cohort. However, we found several differences between measurement instruments. Specifically, when the UCLA or the LACA were used, the observed rank-order stability was higher than the rank-order stability as measured by other instruments (see [Table 5](#table5-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the LSDQ resulted in a lower rank-order stability than the UCLA ($B = - 0.2061$, confidence interval \[CI = −0.3477, −0.0644\], $p = .0044$). The LSDQ also yielded a lower rank-order stability than the LACA ($B = - 0.2406$, CI = \[−0.4406, −0.0406\], $p = .0184$).

### Maximum-length analysis {#section28-1088868319850738}

The results for the analysis across the first and the last measurement occasions contained in each study are displayed in the lower half of [Table 4](#table4-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}. As with the interval-wise analyses described above, we will focus on the interpretation of the adjusted models. For the maximum-length analyses, we centered the time interval between the first and the last measurement occasions to 5 years. The results of these models are also displayed in [Figure 3b](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}. There was no indication of publication bias, given the nonsignificant result of the regression test ($z = 0.7664$, $p = .4434$).

Overall, the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness was smaller across 5 years than for the 1-year period. Specifically, the stability coefficients ranged from 0.05 in oldest old age to 0.67 in middle adulthood. The pattern, however, was very similar to the previous analysis with increasing stability from childhood to midlife, and decreases thereafter (see also [Figure 3b](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). As before, the stability coefficients for loneliness were in most cases comparable with the average stability of other personality traits over 5 years ([@bibr166-1088868319850738]), with the exception of oldest old age, for which the rank-order stability was close to 0. However, the results for young adulthood ([@bibr134-1088868319850738]; [@bibr136-1088868319850738]), middle adulthood ([@bibr29-1088868319850738]; [@bibr236-1088868319850738]), and oldest old age ([@bibr237-1088868319850738]) should be interpreted with caution as they are based on few effect sizes and are, thus, not generalizable beyond this set of studies.

#### Age as continuous predictor {#section29-1088868319850738}

For the maximum-length analysis, GAMM estimated 3.024 edf ($F = 12.54$, approximate $p < .001$). As in the interval-wise analysis, the results of GAMM were very similar to those obtained for the age groups. Specifically, the rank-order stability of loneliness increased from childhood throughout adulthood, reached a peak between age 50 and 60, and decreased thereafter (see [Figure 3d](#fig3-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}).

#### Moderators {#section30-1088868319850738}

Concerning moderators of the longer term stability of interindividual differences in loneliness, the results of the maximum-length analyses were similar to the interval-wise analyses (see [Table 5](#table5-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, stability coefficients did not differ between continents, birth cohorts, the facet of loneliness considered, the proportion of females in the original samples, or the assessment mode. We found, however, differences in stability coefficients with regard to the specific measurement instrument. Specifically, compared with other measures of loneliness, interindividual differences measured using the UCLA, LACA, and LSDQ were more stable over time (see right portion of [Table 5](#table5-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). In addition, compared with the UCLA, rank-order stability was low when loneliness was measured with the LSDQ ($B = - 0.1968$, CI = \[−0.3305, −0.0630\], $p = .0039$) or single-item measures ($B = - 0.5436$, CI = \[−0.9440, −0.1432\], $p = .0078$). Single-item measures also yielded a less stable rank-order than the LACA ($B = - 0.4816$, CI = \[−0.8975, −0.0657\], $p = .0232$).

Mean-Level Development of Loneliness {#section31-1088868319850738}
------------------------------------

### Interval-wise analysis {#section32-1088868319850738}

The upper part of [Table 6](#table6-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} displays the weighted average change in the mean levels of loneliness within each age group. [Figure 4a](#fig4-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"} displays the results of the adjusted models, in which we estimated mean-level development over 1 year. Overall, the mean level of loneliness was found to remain rather stable across the life span, with slight decreases during childhood and oldest old age.

###### 

Mean-Level Development of Loneliness Across the Life Span.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table6)

  Age class                                                          $k_{E}$   Unadjusted   Adjusted                                                                                     
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ------------ ---------- --------- ---------- ---- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- ---- ---------
  Interval-wise analysis                                                                                                                                                                 
   6-12                                                              27        −0.1083      −0.1824    −0.0342   300.9695   26   \<.0001   −0.1164   −0.2122   −0.0207   298.1935   25   \<.0001
   12.1-17                                                           34        −0.0373      −0.1052    0.0306    479.4832   33   \<.0001   −0.0434   −0.1184   0.0316    468.2252   32   \<.0001
   17.1-25                                                           13        0.0333       −0.0817    0.1484    168.1173   12   \<.0001   0.0449    −0.0770   0.1668    160.5007   11   \<.0001
   25.1-40^[a](#table-fn13-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   3         0.3525       0.2824     0.4226    45.3418    2    \<.0001   −0.0165   −0.1451   0.1120    0.2960     1    .5,864
   40.1-60                                                           5         −0.0510      −0.2494    0.1473    125.2926   4    \<.0001   0.0602    −0.0920   0.2125    25.5684    3    \<.0001
   60.1-80                                                           27        0.0527       −0.0069    0.1122    493.0578   26   \<.0001   0.0216    −0.0686   0.1118    487.0310   25   \<.0001
   80.1+                                                             14        −0.0072      −0.1295    0.1151    459.0693   13   \<.0001   −0.2023   −0.3761   −0.0286   400.9209   12   \<.0001
  Maximum-length analysis                                                                                                                                                                
   6-12                                                              19        −0.1559      −0.2499    −0.0618   280.1018   18   \<.0001   −0.1880   −0.3323   −0.0437   269.9638   17   \<.0001
   12.1-17                                                           19        −0.0471      −0.1171    0.0229    258.1527   18   \<.0001   −0.0707   −0.1510   0.0095    220.5301   17   \<.0001
   17.1-25                                                           11        0.0161       −0.0936    0.1258    114.6974   10   \<.0001   −0.0872   −0.3158   0.1415    94.4226    9    \<.0001
   25.1-40^[a](#table-fn13-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   3         0.2568       0.1630     0.3506    30.2823    2    \<.0001   0.2568    0.1630    0.3506    30.2823    1    \<.0001
   40.1-60^[a](#table-fn13-1088868319850738){ref-type="table-fn"}^   3         −0.1936      −0.2231    −0.1641   75.8886    2    \<.0001   −0.2194   −0.2503   −0.1885   45.8927    1    \<.0001
   60.1-80                                                           18        0.0650       −0.0240    0.1540    368.6370   17   \<.0001   0.0505    −0.0499   0.1510    366.2830   16   \<.0001
   80.1+                                                             9         −0.0168      −0.2116    0.1781    145.1713   8    \<.0001   0.0280    −0.1924   0.2484    103.6163   7    \<.0001

*Note.* $k_{E}$ = number of effect sizes; SMD = population estimate of standardized mean difference; CI = confidence interval; LB = lower bound of CI; UB = upper bound of CI; *df* = degrees of freedom for the *Q* statistic; $p_{Q}$ = *p* value of the *Q* statistic; SMD~A~ = population estimate of standardized mean difference across 1 (interval-wise) and 5 (maximum-length) years, respectively.

Fixed-effects model was run.

![Mean-level development of loneliness in different age groups over a period of 1 year (Panel a) and 5 years (Panel b), respectively, along with 95% confidence intervals (straight vertical lines).\
*Note*. The figure is available under a CC-BY license at <https://osf.io/hysc3/>. The size of the dots represents the number of effect sizes underlying the effect with larger dots indicating more effect sizes. Panels c and d display the results with age as a continuous predictor, centered at (Panel c) 1- and (Panel d) 5-year intervals. The dots in Panels c and d represent the estimates from the primary studies (raw data). The size of the dots corresponds to the respective study's inverse variance weight. The black line indicates the smooth function as estimated by generalized additive mixed modeling; the shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. The dashed horizontal line denotes mean-level stability (i.e., no change).](10.1177_1088868319850738-fig4){#fig4-1088868319850738}

#### Age as continuous predictor {#section33-1088868319850738}

Supporting the conclusions drawn from the analysis based on age groups, we observed mean-level stability of loneliness across the life span when incorporating age as a continuous predictor using GAMM; no significant linear or higher order trend was found (see [Figure 4c](#fig4-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the model estimated 1 edf ($F = 1.004$, approximate $p = .318$).

#### Moderators {#section34-1088868319850738}

Paralleling our previous line of action, we examined moderators of mean-level development based on the adjusted models. The results of the moderator analyses are displayed in the left portion of [Table 7](#table7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Moderators of Mean-Level Development of Loneliness.

![](10.1177_1088868319850738-table7)

  Predictor                  Interval wise   Maximum length                                                  
  -------------------------- --------------- ---------------- -------- ------- --------- --------- --------- -------
  Cohort                     −0.0006         −0.0017          0.0004   .2531   −0.0010   −0.0023   0.0004    .1785
  Continent                                                                                                  
   Europe (ref.)                                                                                             
   North America             0.0340          −0.0404          0.1084   .3705   0.0372    −0.0687   0.1430    .4913
   Asia                      0.0068          −0.1050          0.1186   .9050   0.0239    −0.1240   0.1718    .7519
   Australia                 0.0891          −0.1823          0.3604   .5201   0.1173    −0.1811   0.4156    .4411
  Instrument                                                                                                 
   Other (ref.)                                                                                              
   dJG-LS                    −0.0130         −0.2031          0.1771   .8934   0.0290    −0.2130   0.2711    .8141
   UCLA                      −0.0067         −0.1525          0.1390   .9279   0.0413    −0.1471   0.2297    .6676
   LSDQ                      −0.0820         −0.2296          0.0656   .2764   −0.0788   −0.2701   0.1125    .4196
   LACA                      −0.1036         −0.2613          0.0541   .1981   −0.2028   −0.4333   0.0277    .0846
   Single item               −0.1024         −0.2614          0.0566   .2068   −0.1082   −0.3178   0.1014    .3117
  Indirect measure           0.0764          0.0062           0.1466   .0328   0.1336    0.0461    0.2211    .0028
  Dichotomization            −0.0985         −0.2192          0.0222   .1099   −0.1201   −0.2753   0.0352    .1297
  Proportion of females      −0.0030         −0.0070          0.0010   .1398   −0.0058   −0.0112   −0.0005   .0322
  Facet of loneliness                                                                                        
   Global (ref.)                                                                                             
   Emotional                 −0.0574         −0.2428          0.1280   .5438   −0.0566   −0.2679   0.1334    .5997
   Peer related              −0.0827         −0.1830          0.0177   .1063   −0.2180   −0.3863   −0.0498   .0111
   School related            −0.0640         −0.1498          0.0218   .1435   −0.1019   −0.2142   0.0105    .0755
  Assessment mode                                                                                            
   Paper-and-pencil (ref.)                                                                                   
   Online                    0.2923          0.0382           0.5465   .0242   0.3061    0.0221    0.5901    .0346
   Face-to-face interview    −0.0373         −0.1301          0.0555   .4308   −0.0278   −0.1540   0.0984    .6655
   Telephone                 −0.2556         −0.6051          0.0939   .1517   −0.2352   −0.6102   0.1398    .2190
   Multiple methods          0.0424          −0.0676          0.1525   .4499   0.1570    −0.0149   0.3288    .0734

*Note.* For categorical variables, (ref.) denotes the reference category. *B* = parameter estimate from mixed-effects meta-regression; LB = lower bound of 95% CI; UB = upper bound of 95% CI; CI = confidence interval; UCLA = The University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale; dJG-LS = de Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; LSDQ: Loneliness and Social Dissatisfaction Scale; LACA: Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents.

Differences in mean-level development were found with respect to the nature of the assessment instrument and the assessment mode. Specifically, the use of indirect measures was associated with mean-level increases (see left portion of [Table 7](#table7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, when participants were assessed online, the mean levels of loneliness tended to increase as compared with studies using paper--pencil questionnaires ($B = - 0.2923$, CI = \[−0.5465, −0.0382\], $p = .0242$), face-to-face interviews ($B = - 0.3296$, CI = \[−0.5934, −0.0658\], $p = .0143$), and telephone interviews ($B = - 0.5479$, CI = \[ −0.9758, −0.1200\], $p = .0121$).

### Maximum-length analysis {#section35-1088868319850738}

As displayed in the lower part of [Table 6](#table6-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4b](#fig4-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}, loneliness showed no strong mean-level changes when the full length of the primary studies was taken into account. However, compared with the interval-wise analyses, in which we adjusted for a period of 1 year, changes in loneliness in childhood were more pronounced. The observed increases in loneliness during young adulthood followed by the sharp declines in middle adulthood are based on two (young adulthood) and three (middle adulthood) effect sizes, respectively. As a consequence, we ran FE models that do not allow generalizations to broader populations ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]; [@bibr110-1088868319850738]; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]). Contrary to the interval-wise analysis, the maximum-length analysis did not indicate changes in the levels of loneliness in oldest old age. Given the nonsignificant result of the regression test ($z = - 0.2271$, $p = .8203$), there appears to be no strong indication of publication bias.

#### Age as continuous predictor {#section36-1088868319850738}

GAMM estimated a function with 1.043 edf, which, however, did not reach statistical significance ($F = 3.289$, approximate $p = .068$; see [Figure 4d](#fig4-1088868319850738){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, GAMM supported the results using age groups, in that it indicated mean-level stability of loneliness across the life span.

#### Moderators {#section37-1088868319850738}

With respect to moderators, we found significant effects for percentage of females in the sample, measurement instrument, facet of loneliness, and assessment mode (see right portion of [Table 7](#table7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). Regarding percentage of females in the original study, we found a higher proportion of females to be associated with decreases in loneliness over time.

With respect to measurement instruments, we found indirect measures of loneliness to be associated with increases in mean levels (see [Table 7](#table7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}). Concerning the specific measurement instruments, we found that, compared with the UCLA Loneliness Scale, the LSDQ ($B = - 0.1201$, CI = \[−0.2379, −0.0023\], $p = .0457$) and the LACA ($B = - 0.2441$, CI = \[−0.4179, −0.0703\], $p = .0059$) were associated with mean-level decreases over time. Regarding the facets of loneliness, we found peer-related loneliness to differ from global loneliness (see [Table 7](#table7-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}), in that, the latter tended to decrease over time.

As for the interval-wise analysis, we found studies using an online assessment to be associated with increases in loneliness compared with studies employing paper--pencil questionnaires ($B = - 0.3061$, CI = \[−0.5901, −0.0221\], $p = .0346$), face-to-face interviews ($B = - 0.3339$, CI = \[−0.6342, −0.0337\], $p = .0293$), and telephone interviews ($B = - 0.5413$, CI = \[−1.0048, −0.0778\], $p = .0221$).

Discussion {#section38-1088868319850738}
==========

Individuals experience loneliness when they perceive a discrepancy between the aspired quantity and the degree of intimacy and closeness in social relations and the actually experienced amount thereof ([@bibr50-1088868319850738]; [@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr79-1088868319850738]; [@bibr150-1088868319850738]). In the present study, we extended prior research on loneliness by providing a comprehensive meta-analysis on the stability and change of loneliness across the life span through synthesizing data from 75 longitudinal studies.

Stability of Interindividual Differences in Loneliness {#section39-1088868319850738}
------------------------------------------------------

Overall, interindividual differences in loneliness were found to be stable over 1 year but more volatile over 5 years. The finding that interindividual differences in a given characteristic are less stable over longer time periods converges with findings from prior analyses on other constructs ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr69-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]). Moreover, the results of the present study imply that interindividual differences in loneliness are---in most of the age periods examined---at least as stable as interindividual differences in other personality characteristics ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]). Thus, the present findings indicate that loneliness has trait-like features and that some individuals always feel lonelier than others, irrespective of their current circumstances. However, because the stability coefficients were far away from perfect stability, there is still much room for individual and differential changes in all age groups.

The pattern of rank-order stability of loneliness across age mirrors the findings of similar meta-analyses on other personality characteristics ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]). Specifically, we found the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness to increase from childhood through young adulthood, to peak in midlife (i.e., around age 50), and to decrease thereafter. The finding that the rank-order stability of loneliness is lower in oldest old age than in other age groups is consistent with other findings on personality development in this age period ([@bibr117-1088868319850738]; [@bibr231-1088868319850738]). With regard to loneliness, two recent studies also support the high amount of differential change among the oldest old ([@bibr83-1088868319850738]; [@bibr234-1088868319850738]). Although the pattern and magnitude of interindividual differences in loneliness converge with findings for other personality characteristics, it should be kept in mind that the observed pattern is partly based on very few studies, particularly in age groups older than 25.

The bell-shaped pattern of the development of interindividual differences in personality across the life span can be explained by the interplay between genetic and environmental stability. Specifically, whereas the contribution of genetic factors to the stability of interindividual differences remains stable across the life span, the influence of environmental factors on the rank-order stability increases with age ([@bibr11-1088868319850738]; [@bibr22-1088868319850738]; [@bibr105-1088868319850738]). Similarly, whereas genetic continuity has been found to increase from moderate levels in childhood to almost perfect stability in young adulthood, environmental continuity has been found to be modest in childhood, but to increase across adulthood and to closely approach levels of genetic stability ([@bibr22-1088868319850738]). Put differently, between-person differences in a wide range of personality characteristics stabilize across age because individuals increasingly succeed in constructing a relatively stable niche that suits their personality ([@bibr24-1088868319850738]; [@bibr181-1088868319850738]). With respect to loneliness, this also implies that individuals who feel lonely at a relatively young age might be caught in a niche full of unsatisfying relationships, so that their loneliness becomes self-sustaining ([@bibr27-1088868319850738]; [@bibr79-1088868319850738]; [@bibr159-1088868319850738]; [@bibr215-1088868319850738]). In oldest old age, the niches that individuals have constructed appear to become more fragile ([@bibr105-1088868319850738]), possibly due to the occurrence of adverse life events such as bereavement or the experience of frailty ([@bibr21-1088868319850738]; [@bibr83-1088868319850738]; [@bibr89-1088868319850738]; [@bibr179-1088868319850738]; [@bibr234-1088868319850738]). Such experiences give rise to stronger differential development and, hence, a lower rank-order stability.

### Moderators {#section40-1088868319850738}

In the present study, we found no evidence for interindividual differences in loneliness to vary (a) across different parts of the world, (b) across birth cohorts, (c) between females and males, (d) between different facets of loneliness, or (e) between assessment modes. We found, however, interindividual differences in loneliness to be particularly stable when loneliness was measured with either the LACA or the UCLA. This finding cannot be explained by both instruments being predominantly used in age periods that are characterized by already high rank-order stability. Specifically, the UCLA was used in samples from adolescence to old age, whereas the LACA was used in studies with children and adolescents (see [Table 3](#table3-1088868319850738){ref-type="table"}), and hence in age periods in which interindividual differences are less stable than in later periods in life. Despite the high convergent validity between various instruments to assess loneliness ([@bibr76-1088868319850738]; [@bibr125-1088868319850738]), this finding highlights the importance of improving the understanding of how different instruments to measure loneliness operate in different settings and how they differ in terms of correlates and consequences ([@bibr126-1088868319850738]; [@bibr190-1088868319850738]; [@bibr219-1088868319850738]).

Mean-Level Development of Loneliness {#section41-1088868319850738}
------------------------------------

The results of the present meta-analysis indicate mean-level stability of loneliness across the life span. Over a period of 1 year, loneliness was found to decrease slightly in childhood and oldest old age. Over a period of 5 years, loneliness was found to decrease in childhood and midlife. Increases in loneliness were only found in young adulthood over a period of 5 years. When incorporating age as a continuous predictor, however, we found no evidence for any mean-level trends whatsoever. Before we discuss the results in more detail, it should be kept in mind that mean-level stability does not preclude the occurrence of both individual change and interindividual differences in intraindividual change ([@bibr135-1088868319850738]). First, individual change might be initiated, for instance, by life events that occur for some but not all individuals (e.g., [@bibr70-1088868319850738]; [@bibr89-1088868319850738]; see also [@bibr138-1088868319850738]). Second, observed sample variance in loneliness has been repeatedly shown to be attributable to several latent trajectory classes of individuals who strongly differ from each other concerning their developmental course (e.g., [@bibr77-1088868319850738]; [@bibr157-1088868319850738]; [@bibr83-1088868319850738]; [@bibr182-1088868319850738]; [@bibr215-1088868319850738]; [@bibr234-1088868319850738]). The mean-level changes of these different trajectory groups might cancel each other out so that no mean-level change is observable on the sample level.

To summarize, the absence of mean-level changes in loneliness indicate that the mean-level development is not bound to age. Put differently, there seems to be no normative pattern regarding changes in loneliness across the life span. Hence, increases or decreases in loneliness cannot be considered an age-specific phenomenon; in contrast, such changes appear to be related to individual experiences.

### Comparison with other characteristics {#section42-1088868319850738}

The observed pattern of mean-level changes for loneliness diverges from developmental trends for related constructs such as neuroticism, self-esteem, depression, and subjective well-being. Neuroticism has been found to decrease until age 60, when it levels off ([@bibr167-1088868319850738]). According to the results of the present meta-analysis, the mean levels of loneliness appear to decrease in childhood but to be rather stable afterward. This finding is especially important, as it has been recently demonstrated that loneliness and neuroticism share a common genetic basis ([@bibr1-1088868319850738]; [@bibr3-1088868319850738]; for a review, see [@bibr196-1088868319850738]). These findings might indicate that neuroticism reflects the overall propensity of individuals to experience negative affect, whereas loneliness reflects the tendency to experience negative affect particularly in social situations. These differences are also mirrored in moderate meta-analytic phenotypic correlations between loneliness and neuroticism in the magnitude of $r = .30$ ([@bibr23-1088868319850738]). Thus, despite their common core, several mechanisms seem to pull the development of loneliness and neuroticism in different directions in the long run ([@bibr196-1088868319850738]).

In a recent meta-analysis on the mean-level development of self-esteem, [@bibr146-1088868319850738] found a bell-shaped pattern with increases during childhood, relative stability during adolescence, strong increases in emerging and young adulthood, and continued, but less steep increases until age 60, when self-esteem reached a plateau. Starting at age 70, self-esteem began to decrease until age 94. This pattern is evidently different from the pattern characterized by mean-level stability that we have found in the present study.

With regard to depression, recent large-scale longitudinal studies reported very different trajectories across the life span ([@bibr143-1088868319850738]; [@bibr202-1088868319850738]). Specifically, [@bibr202-1088868319850738] found decreases in depression from age 20 to age 60 and increases thereafter. [@bibr143-1088868319850738], in contrast, reported increases in depression from childhood until age 25, and slight decreases thereafter for women; for men, depressive symptoms slightly increased from childhood to age 25 but remained stable afterward. None of these trajectories resembles the pattern for loneliness found in the present meta-analysis.

Finally, in two large-scale longitudinal studies, subjective well-being has been found to increase with age in an almost linear fashion after accounting for cohort effects ([@bibr201-1088868319850738]). Again, this pattern is inconsistent with the mean-level trends observed for loneliness in the present study. Taken together, the divergences between the mean-level development of loneliness, neuroticism, self-esteem, depression, and subjective well-being indicate that loneliness shows a unique developmental pattern and should be considered a personality characteristic in its own right.

### Factors influencing the observed pattern of mean-level development {#section43-1088868319850738}

The results of several studies on the development of personality traits across the life span have shown that mean-level development occurs as the result of the interplay between genetic influences, unique life experiences ([@bibr16-1088868319850738]; [@bibr17-1088868319850738]; [@bibr93-1088868319850738]; [@bibr106-1088868319850738]), and geneome environment transactions ([@bibr154-1088868319850738]; [@bibr181-1088868319850738]). Unlike rank-order stability ([@bibr11-1088868319850738]; [@bibr22-1088868319850738]; [@bibr105-1088868319850738]), however, it is unclear whether and when genetic or environmental influences predominate. Thus, although we will mainly discuss possible environmental sources for the observed pattern of mean-level development of loneliness, genetic and interaction effects might also account for these patterns (for a review, see [@bibr16-1088868319850738]).

In childhood, average levels of loneliness were found to decrease in the analyses across 1-year (using age groups) and 5-year intervals (using age groups). Childhood is the time when individuals establish an idea of what it means to have friends ([@bibr78-1088868319850738]) and the social networks of children are, on average, very large ([@bibr78-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]). At the same time, it is the age period when individuals develop an understanding of what it means to be lonely ([@bibr5-1088868319850738]; [@bibr6-1088868319850738]). Furthermore, there are two normative life transitions in childhood as conceptualized in the present study (i.e., ranging from 6-12 years of age)---the transition from kindergarten to school and the transition from primary to secondary education. The average decreases of loneliness in this age period suggest that many children master the challenge of finding and establishing meaningful peer relationships even in times of transition. However, this should not draw the attention away from the children who have difficulties in relating with others ([@bibr142-1088868319850738]; [@bibr7-1088868319850738]; [@bibr36-1088868319850738]).

For the other age groups, we primarily found evidence for mean-level stability. In adolescence, this mean-level stability might be due to the relative stability of the environment, which is strongly structured by school life and characterized by stable social contacts with classmates, teachers, and friends.

In emerging and young adulthood, a peak in the size of individuals' social networks in general and the number of friends in particular is reached ([@bibr32-1088868319850738]; [@bibr78-1088868319850738]; [@bibr232-1088868319850738]). As a consequence, individuals might have a large pool of affiliates from which they can choose (and change) their closest friends. At the same time, individuals have to strike a balance between having a large network, on one hand, and meaningful, intense relationships, on the other hand. The interplay between these factors might contribute to the overall stability of the mean level of loneliness in these age periods.

Midlife and old age are assumed to be characterized by stable environments (e.g., [@bibr88-1088868319850738]), which might also be reflected in relatively stable levels of loneliness. Another possible mechanism that might keep loneliness on a relatively stable level in these age periods is provided by socioemotional selectivity theory ([@bibr33-1088868319850738], [@bibr34-1088868319850738]). This theory posits that individuals are selective with respect to whom they chose to keep in their network, particularly when their network begins to serve the function of emotion regulation (i.e., around age 60; [@bibr34-1088868319850738]). Thus, as individuals grow older, they tend to intensify close and more intimate relationships and to let go of less close relationships.

Finally, in oldest old age, loneliness was found to decrease over shorter time periods (using age classes), but to remain stable over 5 years (using age classes and age as a continuous predictor). These divergent findings indicate large fluctuations in individual's levels of loneliness (see also [@bibr83-1088868319850738]; [@bibr234-1088868319850738]). Such fluctuations as well as potential groups following different developmental trajectories might result in overall stability when considering the sample mean. Furthermore, most studies involving oldest old individuals are affected by a positive selection bias ([@bibr72-1088868319850738]). That is, as loneliness has been found to be related to an increased mortality risk ([@bibr92-1088868319850738]; [@bibr120-1088868319850738]; [@bibr147-1088868319850738]; [@bibr189-1088868319850738]), individuals with higher or increasing loneliness might have deceased earlier in the course of the primary studies, leaving only individuals with lower levels of loneliness, so that the sample mean of loneliness remains unchanged over time. Future studies might benefit from inspecting loneliness not only concerning chronological age but also relative to the death of individuals ([@bibr72-1088868319850738]).

### Moderators {#section44-1088868319850738}

In the present study, we found no evidence for generational differences in the mean-level development of loneliness. This finding implies that, although levels of loneliness might change between birth cohorts ([@bibr41-1088868319850738]; [@bibr233-1088868319850738]; but see [@bibr49-1088868319850738]; [@bibr60-1088868319850738]; [@bibr95-1088868319850738]; [@bibr115-1088868319850738]; [@bibr144-1088868319850738]; [@bibr220-1088868319850738]), the age-specific development seems to be unaffected by such trends. The absence of cohort effects is in line with results of meta-analyses on the mean-level development of the Big Five personality traits and self-esteem ([@bibr146-1088868319850738]; [@bibr167-1088868319850738]), as well as with findings on the development of subjective well-being ([@bibr201-1088868319850738]).

The results of the present meta-analysis further indicated no cultural differences in the mean-level development of loneliness. This finding might be due to the universal nature of the challenge to establish close and intimate relationships ([@bibr8-1088868319850738]; [@bibr12-1088868319850738]; [@bibr26-1088868319850738]). It should be kept in mind, though, that similar patterns of mean-level development of loneliness in Europe, North America, Asia, and Australia do not preclude differences in the absolute levels of loneliness. That is, it is well possible that individuals from societies that more strongly emphasize cohesion might feel lonelier overall than individuals from more individualistic countries ([@bibr4-1088868319850738]; [@bibr82-1088868319850738]; [@bibr100-1088868319850738]).

Mean-level development was significantly moderated by the percentage of females in the original samples in a way that samples with more females documented larger overall decreases in loneliness across intervals of 5 years. This effect, however, was very small and needs to be substantiated in future research. Nevertheless, it might well be possible that females increasingly succeed in organizing their social network in a way that feelings of loneliness are reduced. For instance, women have been shown to have a higher need for affiliation than men ([@bibr57-1088868319850738]) and might be more versed in initiating reaffiliation ([@bibr159-1088868319850738]) when they experience a discrepancy between their intended and their currently experienced amount of intimacy.

With respect to methodological moderators, mean levels of loneliness tended to increase over time when indirect measures of loneliness were employed. This finding is in line with other studies showing higher prevalence of loneliness when indirect measures are used ([@bibr190-1088868319850738]; [@bibr219-1088868319850738]). This pattern of results suggests that indirect measures might indeed circumvent individuals' tendencies to social desirable responding that might affect responses on direct measures of loneliness requiring self-labeling ([@bibr126-1088868319850738]). Furthermore, studies conducted online tended to be associated with increases in loneliness. As there were only few online-based primary studies; however, these results must remain preliminary and subject to future research.

Limitations and Future Directions {#section45-1088868319850738}
---------------------------------

Longitudinal research on loneliness is centered around childhood, adolescence, and old age. In contrast, particularly young and middle adulthood are largely unconsidered by now. Future research needs to fill this gap to better understand the life span development of loneliness along with its conditions and consequences. Although this dearth of studies in these age periods is a major limitation of the present meta-analysis, it is also an urgent call for more longitudinal research. This is all the more important to provide policy makers and researchers with a solid ground on which to base interventions and political decisions ([@bibr45-1088868319850738]; [@bibr99-1088868319850738]; [@bibr130-1088868319850738]).

Furthermore, although it is widely accepted that loneliness is a multifaceted construct ([@bibr62-1088868319850738]; [@bibr124-1088868319850738]; [@bibr126-1088868319850738]; [@bibr127-1088868319850738]; [@bibr225-1088868319850738]), 62% of the studies included in the present meta-analysis have assessed global loneliness and only three studies ([@bibr101-1088868319850738]; [@bibr165-1088868319850738]; [@bibr224-1088868319850738]) have assessed multiple facets simultaneously. Given that the facets of loneliness have been reported to have both different sources and different consequences (e.g., [@bibr56-1088868319850738]; [@bibr114-1088868319850738]; [@bibr124-1088868319850738]; [@bibr209-1088868319850738]), it might be worthwhile for future research to more routinely implement multifaceted measures of loneliness whenever possible to better understand their developmental course across the life span (see also [@bibr126-1088868319850738]).

In addition to these two broader issues, the present study has several other limitations. First, meta-analyses provide broad and general overviews of a field of research. The effects found in the present study, however, were highly heterogeneous, which indicates substantial sampling variance. Presumably due to the topical breadth of the included studies and the sparse distribution of several of the coded moderators, this heterogeneity could not be explained substantially. As a consequence, the observed variance in effect sizes might be accounted for by other variables that we did not code or that were not reported in the primary studies. Future studies might still observe differential and mean-level development that differs from the aggregated effect sizes reported in the present work. Nevertheless, most of these results should fall within the reported CIs ([@bibr86-1088868319850738]; [@bibr223-1088868319850738]).

Second, our focus in the present work was on the stability of interindividual differences and mean-level development of loneliness across the life span. However, there are several more indices of stability and change that might be worthwhile to consider for future research such as individual or profile stability and change ([@bibr168-1088868319850738]). Third, both genetic and environmental influences contribute to phenotypic loneliness ([@bibr19-1088868319850738]; [@bibr11-1088868319850738]; [@bibr74-1088868319850738]; [@bibr196-1088868319850738]). In explaining the observed patterns of rank-order and mean-level development, we often had to draw on findings of genetic and environmental contributions reported for other personality characteristics ([@bibr17-1088868319850738]; [@bibr22-1088868319850738] ; [@bibr93-1088868319850738]; [@bibr105-1088868319850738]). Future research might examine whether these results are similar for loneliness and ultimately disentangle genetic and environmental sources of the development of loneliness.

Conclusion {#section46-1088868319850738}
==========

With the present study, we provide the first comprehensive overview of the stability and change of loneliness across the life span. We found interindividual differences in loneliness to be generally as stable as interindividual differences reported for other personality characteristics ([@bibr64-1088868319850738]; [@bibr166-1088868319850738]; [@bibr205-1088868319850738]). Likewise, as other personality characteristics, the rank-order stability of loneliness was found to follow a bell-shaped pattern across the life span. Accordingly, the stability of interindividual differences in loneliness was found to increase from childhood through adulthood, peak in midlife, and to decrease during old and oldest old age.

With respect to mean-level development, we found loneliness to decrease in childhood, and to remain stable from adolescence to oldest old age. This pattern of overall mean-level stability seems to be a unique feature of loneliness and has not been found for other characteristics such as neuroticism, self-esteem, depression, and well-being. Thus, changes in loneliness do not seem to be a normative concomitant of age, but might rather be attributed to individual experiences.

Taken together, the results of the present meta-analysis suggest that loneliness is a characteristic with unique trait-like features. Loneliness seems to be situated right in between the poles of stability and change. A large proportion of the changes in loneliness appear to occur at the individual level, and it will be a major challenge for future research to uncover the conditions and consequences of these individual changes.
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Birth cohort was only calculated when the primary study reported the specific year in which data collection started.

For the analyses on rank-order stability and mean-level development, we did not further examine sex-specific effect sizes, because (a) they were not reported in each age group and (b) even within a given age group rarely allowed for the calculation of random-effects (RE) models.

[@bibr166-1088868319850738] provided estimates of the rank-order stability across different time intervals when age was held constant at 20.
